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On our last update published on August 5, 2011, we showed you a chart of the New York Composite Index accompanied by two 
offset lines used to generate nominal 78 – 80 week projections.
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At that time, the New York Composite Index had just broken below those offset lines and generated a projection to between 6294-6524. 
We made the chart large enough so that you could follow the price movement on a day – to – day basis. The next chart uses slightly 
different colors for the lines but shows you what has occurred over the past five weeks. Notice that, with the exception of a couple of 
days, namely August 30 – 31, the closing price of the index remained below those lines. Over the past month there was a real possibility 
to see the down-
side projection 
invalidated with 
a rally of just 
a few percent. 
Now, however, 
the projection is 
well-established 
and it would 
take a rally of 
greater than 
10% to move 
back above the 
offset lines and 
invalidate the 
projection. That 
significantly in-
creases the con-
fidence level that 
those downside 
projections will 
remain in effect 
and will not be 
invalidated.

What makes the 
current price 
structure so in-
teresting is that 
equivalent nomi-
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nal 78 – 80 week projections have been generated for the S&P 500 and for the Dow Jones Industrial Average. If those projections 
are met over the next several weeks, there is a real chance that the nominal four-year upside projections, projections which have 
remained outstanding now for almost a year, will be invalidated. We are going to show you the charts for the S&P 500 and the 
DJIA. Both of these charts are will weekly bar charts with the offsets we use to generate nominal four-year projections. The first 
offset is 100 weeks and the second is 110 weeks. If we see prices move below both of those offset lines, the upside projections will 
be invalidated and, concurrently, new downside projections will be generated. To give you a better picture of how that possibility 
could unfold, we have placed a crosshatched box on both of the charts showing you the current nominal 78 – 80 week projections 
in relation to the offset lines for the nominal four-year projections. The final chart will show you a close-up of this same S&P chart 
so that you can follow the progress of the market in relation to both the outstanding nominal 78 – 80 week projections and the off-
set lines for the nominal four-year projections. If prices should enter the crosshatched area over the next several weeks, then you 
will know that downside projections are being satisfied. If they should continue on to the lower side of the crosshatched box and 
begin to cross below those lines, then you would know that all upside projections had been invalidated and new downside nominal 
four-year projections were being established. In order to follow the market action on a week to week basis, simply register the high 
and low price for the S&P 500 Composite Index at the end of each week and draw a vertical line to approximate those high low 
prices. Equally as important will be the line joining the weekly prices. That line is determined by simply taking the median price (in 
this case simply the average of the high and low for the week) for the week, and joining those median prices from week to week. 
It is that median price at the end of the week which determines whether the nominal four-year offset lines have been broken to the 
downside.

In this way, you will be able to follow both the nominal 78 – 80 week projection and the nominal four-year projection in relation to 
contemporary price action. We will be away from mid-September through mid-October and our next online report will most likely be 
published between mid-October and the end of that month.
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